THE 45th TEXTILE RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM IN KYOTO

Instruction of poster presentation

Obligation time: 14, September (Thursday) / 2017 at 13:30-15:30
Venue: At Kyoto Institute of Technology, 1F K101 in East Building No. 3

Obligation time is provided first half and latter half,

First half of obligation is held in 13:30 - 14:30,
Latter half of obligation is held in 14:30 - 15:30.

The number and alphabet following hyphen in the presentation number denotes obligation time, and whether award target poster. In the case of "1 or 2" indicate "first half or latter half of obligation", "a or b" indicate " poster judging subject and poster not subject to review ", respectively.

Instruction for presenter
- Presenters need to prepare a poster in free form including your poster number, research title and authors list, respectively.
- 1140 mm (V) × 850 mm (H) length poster board is prepared for each presenter.
- All presenters need to be posted your poster in period of 9:00 - 13:00 o'clock on 14th, sep..
- Please take off your poster after 15:30 on 14th, sep., until 12:00 on 16th, sep. Remaining posters will be disposed.
- Please find the location of designated poster board in a layout map of the venue.
- You can also find your designated poster board from the indication attached at the left-upper corner of poster board.
- Pushpins for posting are prepared.
Layout map of poster presentation